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Abstract

Executive information systems (EIS) have been successfully implemented in a large number of organizations. Of all the various EIS commercial products, only one (Executive Edge) presents limited artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities. Yet the ability to include various problem solving agents for collaboratively information processing, filtering and presentation is highly desirable. It is possible that the successful EIS systems of the future will be built closely around AI components (expert systems, learning mechanisms and so on.) so that more efficient and effective information processing for the executives can be achieved. In fact, much of executive processing involves complicated problem domains. Therefore, individual AI agents' effort may be insufficient when the information is broad in scope and complicated in nature.

This paper proposes a framework of a distributed intelligent executive information system (DIEIS). It illustrates how multiple resources (consisting of knowledge learning, reasoning, filtering and presentation) can be combined for information processing in an EIS environment. For example, a particular piece of information may be refined and presented based on past experiences and current practices in a particular problem domain with the help of both an expert system and neural computing working independently of each other. Another issue involved in DIEIS is multiple agents working together collaboratively to help complex information processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Executive Information systems (EIS) have been primarily designed to focus on, filter, and organize executives' information, so that the executives can make more effective use of computerized information. In general, the goals of EIS (Watson et al., 1992) are (1) to reduce the amount of data bombarding the executive, (2) to increase the relevance, timeliness, and usability of the information that does reach the executive, (3) to focus a management team on critical success factors, (4) to enhance executive follow-through and communication with others, and (5) to track the earliest of warning indicators: competitive moves, customer demands, and more. In short, it is a tool that supports the executive in identifying major problems (see phase I in Figure 1) and or opportunities and in taking appropriate actions (see phase II in Figure 1).

Figure 1: The Decision Making Process of an Executive

In other words, an executive information system is an interactive computer-based information system that provides executives with easy access to internal and external information that is relevant to their critical success factors (Watson, Rainer and Koh 1991). The characteristics of EIS have been studied in recent research (Baikin 1991; Friend 1988): For example, EIS are tailored to individual executive users; EIS extract filter, compress and track critical data; EIS provide drill down capabilities and exception reporting; and EIS present a very high quality graphical, tabular and textual information.

Preedy (1990) has defined EIS in terms of the following key characteristics:

"(1) An executive information system is used personally by the most senior managers of an organization, normally the executive directors in a company.
(2) It is used as a general tool, rather than to support one specific function; this means that it will be expected to cover several functions and to pick up data from several different sources often on different computers.
(3) It is used by executives whose main role is in managing other subordinate managers, rather than acting directly in an operational capacity themselves.
(4) Its main use is informative, offering insight into corporate data, rather than administrative; it is essential an information system, not merely ap ofice automation."

Current EIS are modular in nature. A typical EIS provides:

(1) Drill down capabilities (an intelligent agent can help in identifying what is going wrong, saving drill down time. Thus, the agent can act as a director for drill down.
(2) Information monitoring: usually a CSF methodology is used to decide what information to track.
(3) Access to aggregate (global) information.
(4) Extensive use of external data.
(5) Written interpretations.
(6) Highlights problem indicators.
(7) Ad-hoc analysis.
(8) Information presentation in hierarchical form.
(9) Incorporating graphic and text in the same display.
(10) Providing management by exception reports.
(11) Showing trends, ratios and deviations.
(12) Providing access to historical and most current data.
(13) Being organized around critical success factors.
(14) Having forecasting capability.
(15) Filtering, compressing and tracking critical data.
(16) Supporting open-ended problem explanation.

Recently, it has been recognized that the first generation of EISs, which intended to support mainly the identification of problems and opportunities (see phase 1 in Figure 1) should be enhanced with decision-making capabilities. Thus, a second generation of EISs has been termed Executive Support Systems (ESS) [Rokart and Delong 1988] and it includes several analytical tools for decision support. Indeed, most ESS vendors provide tools that are intended to build some kind of ESS (e.g., providing DSS capabilities, such as modeling in addition to the conventional EIS capabilities). For example, Commander EIS works with system W, Executive Edge with IFS Plus, Express/EIS with Express and Command Center EIS works with Advantage/G.

Executive decision are very complex and therefore they are frequently partitioned into subproblems. These subproblems are being analyzed by experts individually, or a task force of experts is formed to work on the problem collectively. Attempts to promote computerized support to this kind of approach falls under two titles: distributed decision making (DDM) and group decision support system (GDSS). The topic of DDM is used as a foundation to the framework proposal in this paper. The topic of GDSS will be only briefly mentioned here (for discussion see Jessop and Valacich 1993). Distributed decision making (DDM) is a coordinated decision making effort between communicating individuals which possess some specialized knowledge and can process the knowledge in a manner that contributes to performing some intelligent tasks involved in the decision process [Ching 1988].

As a potential extension of EIS, distributed information processing can be supported by a computer system with the characteristics of distributed participants and various experts. Therefore, it is proposed that a distributed executive information system (DEIS) be defined as a “computer system support for executive distributed information processing with heterogeneous problem-solving participants and expertise”.

A typical EIS framework offers single information processing mechanism, while DEIS focus on multiple problem solving mechanisms and heterogeneous expertise (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Problem Solving</th>
<th>Expertises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Homogeneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEIS</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Heterogeneous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The characteristics of DEIS and EIS

Furthermore, the use of several problem solving agents usually implies specialization in a narrow domain. Therefore the framework of DEIS can provide an ideal opportunity for as a Distributed Intelligent Executive Information (or support) system, to be abbreviated DIEIS. DIEIS go beyond EIS by incorporating a distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) architecture into their information processing system. This architecture consists of homogeneous agents with complementary skills cooperating to process information. The objective of this paper is to describe such a system. The paper is composed of the following parts: in section 2, a review of previous research is presented. In section 3, a conceptual model of DIEIS is introduced and in the last part conclusions are drawn and future research is outlined.

2. CURRENT RELEVANT RESEARCH IN DAI

2.1 Definitions

A number of research areas deal with the support of distributed problem solving processes. To better understand our proposal framework, we will redefine the concept of Distributed Problem Solving (DPS): “Distributed problem solving is the cooperative solution of problems by a decentralized and loosely coupled collection of knowledge sources (KS’s) (procedures, sets of rules, etc.), located in a number of distinct processor nodes” [Smith and Davis 1981]. The focus of distributed problems solving systems research [Decker 1987] is the nature of the distributed problems and on the and multistage environment that is built to solve these problems. Such systems are also known as distributed artificial intelligence [Huhns 1987], distributed reasoning systems [Armi et al. 1990], cooperating knowledge-based systems [Croft & Lefkowitz 1988], and group problem solving systems [Shaw and Fox 1991].

2.2 Limitations of Current Executive Information Systems

Current EIS emphasize knowledge retrieving, knowledge filtering and knowledge presentation based on a single processing mechanism. The information used to support EIS has the characteristics of being deep in contents and broad in scope. Therefore, an intelligent agent which can help EIS in data retrieving,
filtering and presentation can provide a significant contribution. In addition, since the EIS information is broad in scope, and since the supporting tasks for EIS are diversified in nature, more than one problem processing agents may be needed.

The theoretical background for employing a multiple intelligent information processing agents has been studied by Simon who stated that “The capacity of the human mind for formulating and solving complex problems is very small compared with the size of the problems whose solution is required for objectively rational behavior in the real world – or even for a reasonable approximation to such objective rationality” [Simon 1957]. The limitation of a human mind’s processing capacity was called by Simon “bounded rationality”. Fox [1981] postulated that “bounded rationality implies that both the information that one person can absorb and the detail of control he may yield is limited. As tasks grow larger and more complex, means must be found to effectively limit the increase of information a person sees and the complexity of control”.

The above limitations force the executive to conduct a tedious semi-automatic drill down search and/or to report a detailed DSS analysis from several experts. The distributed intelligent executive information system (DIEIS) framework proposed in this paper is designed to overcome the above limitations.

2.3 Distributed Intelligent Executive Information Systems

DIEIS are defined as executive information systems which have the scheme of heterogeneous intelligent agents and distributed information processing. Heterogeneous expertise support DIEIS to encompass a variety of problem domains, while distributed information processing allow the sharing of resources to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. In distributed problem solving studies, intelligent agents can combine their resources so that the intelligence of the group is more than the sum of individual agents’ intelligence [Durfee 1988]. The coordination mechanism between agents is a key issue in the success of DDM.

In the following sections, the architecture of distributed artificial intelligence is outlined and the relationship between distributed artificial intelligence and distributed intelligent executive information systems is discussed.

2.4 Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)

Distributed problem solving appears in two forms (1) task-sharing and (2) result-sharing [Smith and Davis 1981]. In task sharing systems, nodes assist each other by sharing the computational load for the execution of subtasks of the overall problem, while result sharing systems, nodes assist each other by sharing partial results which are based on somewhat different perspectives on the overall problem. Each form is discussed in following sections.

2.4.1 Task-Sharing Systems

In task-sharing systems, the overall problem to be solved is decomposed into several smaller subproblems (see Figure 2). Cooperation is achieved by sharing the computational load of the overall problem. Each subproblem is assigned to a particular agent that will asynchronously perform its own functions and submit a solution synchronously with other agents. The contract-net protocol developed by Smith [1980] proposed a framework that is designed to allow agents to submit bids for tasks. Any agent that receives a task announcement message can reply with a bid, indicating an information on how the task is to be accomplished. The coordinator that announces the task, collects the bids and awards the task to the bidder with the highest bid. Other examples of task sharing systems are the office information system proposed by Woo and Lachovsky [1986], the scheduling system of Shaw and Whinston [1988, 1989], and the object-oriented multiple agent planning system of Kamel and Syed [1989].

![Figure 2. Framework Task-sharing Systems](image-url)

Generally speaking, task-sharing based systems are most useful for problem domains in which it is appropriate to define a hierarchy of tasks or levels of data abstraction [Smith and Davis 1981]. Such problems can usually be decomposed into a set of independent subproblems. Many problem tackled by executives are of this nature. For example, a evaluation of a proposed acquisition may require advice from legal, financial, technological and organizational experts. The expertise is provided to the acquisition decision maker(s) who incorporates the expertise in determining the fate of the acquisition.

2.3.2 Result-Sharing Systems

Result-sharing is a form of cooperation in which individual nodes assist each other by sharing partial results, based on somewhat different perspectives of the overall problem [Smith and Davis 1981]. In this type of system, control is typically "data-oriented." At any point in time, the computation done by a certain agent is used to satisfy an information which is needed for the computation of another subtask done by another agent (see Figure 3). Thus, an explicit hierarchy of task-subtask relationships does not have to exist between individual nodes. Typically, one of the agents acts as the group planner (or the coordinator), and each of the other agents sends all pertinent information to this agent in order to form a global plan for problem solving. The main issue of such systems is how to guide and coordinate the interactions among the participating agents, so that the problem can be solved jointly by the group.
2.4.3 Comparison for Task-Sharing and Result-Sharing Systems

Task-sharing is used to organize problem decomposition through the relationship of task-subtask connections between nodes. The result, which is typically a hierarchy, is used to structure answer synthesis. One important assumption made by task-sharing systems is subtasks can be accomplished by individual nodes working independently. This allows the improvements of problem solving efficiency by reducing internode communication. Result-sharing is used to facilitate problems which can not be solved by individual nodes working independently without significant communication with other nodes [Smith & Davis 1981]. Since result-sharing systems do not have the capability of problem decomposition, problem decomposition and distribution of subproblems to individual nodes are handled by an agent outside of these systems.

2.5 Coordination Mechanisms of Distributed Problem Solving

Coordination is the key component to the success of DEIS. The purpose of the coordination mechanism is to control problem solving so that cooperating nodes work together as a coherent team [Durfee 1988]. In distributed problem solving systems, coordination is achieved by exchanging data, partial solution plans, and constraints among agents. Several research projects have emerged in the area of designing coordination mechanisms for solution plan processes in a multi-agent environment. Shaw and Fox [1991] classified coordination mechanisms into the following seven categories for more recently developed distributed problem solving systems (See Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination method</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by Revising actions</td>
<td>Control avoidance</td>
<td>Carnavalet et al. [1983]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by Synchronization</td>
<td>Time delay, Intrinsic regulation</td>
<td>Croft [1997], Grue et al. [1991]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by Negotiation</td>
<td>Two-way communication for agreements</td>
<td>Croft and Latkowski [1990]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by Structured Group Modulation</td>
<td>Delphi technique, Nominal group technique</td>
<td>Nisselker et al. [1988]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by opportunistic goal satisfaction</td>
<td>Blackboard model, Information sharing</td>
<td>Nii et al. [1990], Shaw et al. [1990, 1991]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by exchanging preferences</td>
<td>Game theory</td>
<td>Sibbet et al. [1990]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination by collaborative reasoning</td>
<td>Constraint satisfaction among agents</td>
<td>Saxl and Fox [1989]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Coordination mechanisms of Distributed Problem Solving

3. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENT EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

This section introduces the proposed framework of DEIS. This is followed by a discussion of the problem solving processes of the system.
3.1 The Framework of Distributed Intelligent Executive Information Systems

In the DIEIS framework (see Figure 4), a decentralized group of agents cooperatively attempt to provide a solution to a complex problem through the coordinator. Information of decomposed subproblems and partial solutions is shared among agents. Each agent who works independently, and may even be at a different geographical location, is supported by the knowledge base which consists of different forms of knowledge (e.g., rules, cases, and data). In general, a DIEIS contains seven independent but closely related subsystems:

1. Knowledge Processing agents.
2. Knowledge Bases (the case base, the rule base and the database).
4. User Interface.
5. Multimedia agent.
6. The Environment.
7. Coordinator.

Knowledge processing agents consist of DBMS, inductive reasoning agents, deductive reasoning agents, and computational agents. Their responsibilities are to retrieve and organize data from the databases and refine them through the coordination of the coordinator. The refined data will then be sent to the presentation mechanism for executives. The inductive reasoning can be a case-based reasoning agent [Slade 1991; Sonbe 1990; Vannandou and Ortony 1989; Owen 1990; Riesbeck and Schank 1989] which uses past experiences for current problem solving. When the problem domain is poorly understood, or the domain theory is too weak to be acquired from the experts, case-based reasoning is an attractive reasoning approach [Porter 1989, Chi et al. 1991]. New problems can be solved by matching important features of previous cases that were successfully solved. Therefore, the major process of case-based reasoning involves remembering and adapting. Typical case-based reasoning research includes MEDIATOR [Kolodner & Simpson 1989], CHEF [Hammond 1986], and Casey [Kotkin, 1988]. The deductive reasoning agents are rule based mechanisms or expert systems. New solution is deduced from previously stored rules. Deductive reasoning agents employ the deductive reasoning method with an existing domain theory. The domain theory consists of production rules that are represented as if-then statements that define logical relations between concepts of the problem domain [Bratko 1986]. This type of system solves problems by applying the domain knowledge elicited from experts. The problem-solving process involves a search in the knowledge base that, hopefully, can guide the problem solver to the goal state. Many expert systems are also deductive reasoning systems. The premise is that the knowledge of an expert can be embodied in a set of rules. This premise was derived from Newell and Simon’s pioneering work on the general problem solver (GPS) [Newell and Simon 1972], one of the first AI programs, and came to fruition in the DENDRAL project, one of the first rule-based expert systems [Feigenbaum et al. 1971].

The user interface is part of the dialog system (user interface) in a basic decision support framework. The user interface usually provides EIS with graphical capability so that executives’ inquiries can be collected effectively and organized information can be presented in a more comprehensive format. The user interface is divided into two submechanisms based on the functionalities: (1) presentation mechanism and (2) action mechanism. Action mechanism is used to collect inquiries from executives, while presentation mechanism is responsible to present processed results (information) in a comprehensive way. In addition, raw information from different information processing agents can be refined and organized graphically since various sources of information may be collected by the coordinator and sent to the user interface. Furthermore, the user interface can be adjusted based on different executives’ requirements. This subsystem can have its own intelligent agent who will determine, for example, the machine to be used in specific presentation [Sipior and Garrit 1992]. Generally speaking, user functions in EIS interface are designed in modules. Typical modules are

(1) Status report (with possibility of drill down and exception reporting); textual explanation and trend graph.
(2) Reminder: notes, calendar, tracking information about messages.
(3) Investigation: comparisons, calculations, drill down, personalized analysis, graphics.
(4) Electronic mailbox: alerts if mail is pending, monitoring mail, can transmit any screen of other modules.
(5) New service: both external and internal with capability to drill down for details. Hypertext capabilities are available.
(6) Detailed analysis: in this case, monitored results are going through a quantitative analysis. This is typically done in executive support systems (ESS).
Executives utilize the above user interface modules to issue inquiries so that multiple intelligent agents can be triggered for problem solving (information processing). For example, An "Investigation" query may involve using several DBMS agents to retrieve data from the different databases and employing a Spreadsheet agent for calculation; the results will then be sent to a Rule based agent for reasoning process.

Knowledge bases contain the relevant knowledge which is organized as a database, a case base, a rule base or a model base. The knowledge in the knowledge base is systematically organized for easy interferring and refining in order to support other information processing agents.

If no existing knowledge is available, knowledge creating/collection agents are triggered. These agents can be of three types: inductive/deductive learning agents, environment scanning agents, and E-mail agents. The inductive [Michalski 1980; Michalski and Stepp 1983] and deductive learning agents [Mitchell et al. 1986] are used when new knowledge is needed or existing knowledge needs to be modified. Induction learning agent infers the description of a class from descriptions of individual objects of that class. Training examples are given as cases and described by a vector of attribute values. A general concept description is induced by inspecting specific instances of the concept. Since the concept description is generated by inspecting similarities among examples, it is a form of learning by examples. To arrive at a correct concept description in accordance with training examples, a hypothesis concept description is chosen to cover positive examples and exclude negative ones. As the process continues, new examples are fed in and the learner updates the hypothesis to keep it consistent with new examples, until all training examples are consistent with the learned concept description. Similarity based learning systems have been widely used to acquire knowledge for reasoning systems which perform classification tasks [Winston 1975; Michalski 1980; Michalski & Stepp 1983; Dietterich & Michalski 1983].

The deductive learning agent uses existing knowledge to explain and generate a single example and thereby acquires an operational concept description and problem-solving knowledge [DeJong 1983; DeJong & Mooney 1986; Mitchell, et al. 1986; Mooney & Bennett 1986]. An explanation based learning (EBL) program takes a single positive instance as the training example, explains this example by an existing knowledge base (or the domain theory), and produces a generalized concept description as the final output. This class of learning method allows generalized concepts to be determined by only one instance, in contrast to multiple instances needed for the deductive learning agent. The deductive learning agents' construction and analysis of explanations require extremely detailed knowledge of the problem domain. The environment scanning agents collect available data from the environment for the knowledge base and other learning agents. The E-mail agents receive data or information from outside sources such as other decision support systems or agents.

The environment is where raw data can be collected. The environment can be classified as two categories: internal environment and external environment. Internal environment has the raw data from the organization itself or internal sources, while external environment provides data source from any outside agents. For example, past instances of this organization are considered raw data from the internal environment. Historical statistical data from the government agency are considered as the raw data from the external environment. Both the internal and external environments provide the learning mechanism with data resources so that useful information (usually regularities and commonalities) is retrieved. The environment also provides the knowledge retrieving mechanism with raw data to be organized into the databases.

The coordinator, the heart of a DEIS, regulates the interactions among individual agents. All the communication activities among agents will be transferred through the coordinator. The meta knowledge of the coordinator is stored in the index which regulates the way agents communicate, problem decomposition, sub-problem assignments, and proposal evaluation.

3.2 The Information Flow Diagram in DEIS

Information processing in DEIS can be classified into two categories: (1) knowledge processing and (2) knowledge creating/collection. Knowledge processing involves utilizing existing knowledge processing agents (e.g., DBMS, Inductive reasoning agent, Deductive reasoning agents...) to "reason, retrieve and filter" existing knowledge. A query such as "get the value of total sales in region "A" during 1991" may require a DBMS with an existing database of annual sales account. If existing knowledge does not contain needed information, the coordinator will trigger the knowledge creating/collection agents for knowledge collection form the environment (could be the internal environment or the external environment). For example, if "the rule to select good stocks" cannot be retrieved from any rule-based agents based on existing knowledge bases, the learning agent will be used to implement a similarity-based learning process with the help of existing data base where historical stock information was collected. In general, DEIS achieves goals by collaborative team work to enhance the problem solving (knowledge processing) capabilities. Figure 5 summarizes the knowledge processing flow in DEIS. A query is received by the "action mechanism" of the user interface. The coordinator checks with the index if there is existing knowledge in the knowledge base. If there is knowledge available to solve this query, the knowledge processing agents will be located and information processing is triggered. If the current problem is solved, the coordinator will then check if there is any subproblems emerged. That is to say the current problem is decomposed into more subproblems. For each subproblem, another iteration will be triggered and concurrent information processing is possible. However, if there is no existing knowledge available, knowledge creating/collection agents will be employed to create/learn new concepts/knowledge from the environment. Now learned concepts/knowledge is then stored in the knowledge base for further processing. In the meantime, the index is also updated.
4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

In this paper, we propose a framework with distributed information processing agents. We introduce multiple intelligent agents in this system so that more complicated information can be processed by the cooperative efforts from various agents. In fact, many executive information contains various aspects of problem domains which cannot be processed by a single data retrieving mechanism. In other words, current EIS retrieve data directly from the database and present it with no automated data processing. By employing this framework, a more intelligent yet automated EIS can be constructed by having a set of agents working cooperatively.

In order to implement a DIEIS, it is necessary to conduct further research. As a basis one can use the generic EIS research directions proposed by Watson et al. [1992]. These topics should be investigated as they related to DIEIS.

Specific DIEIS topics include:
(1) DIEIS architecture; especially its relationship to a blackboard structure.
(2) Learning mechanisms for DIEIS.
(3) Which agents will participate in the DIEIS and which role each of them is going to play
(for different possible scenarios).
(4) The economics of DIEIS; i.e. when would it be economically feasible to use a DIEIS.
(5) Development methodology; How DIEIS is going to be developed?
Can we use existing tools?

(6) The interface of DIEIS with other CBIS and especially with DSS and intelligent DSS.

Multiple intelligent agents can support some of the most different issues in EIS/ESS implementation. They are:
(1) Finding the executive information requirements (e.g. see Wetherbe [1991] and Watson and Frolick [1992]).
(2) Managing the development process of EIS (e.g. see Watson et al. [1991]).
(3) Environmental scanning and interpretation (e.g. see Preedy [1990], Watson et al. [1992]).
(4) Justification of EIS and especially DIEIS (e.g. see Baskin [1991]; Watson et al. [1992]).
(5) Integration of EIS with other computer-based information systems.

The investigation of these and related research issues could provide the insights which are needed to create powerful DIEIS which would support large number of executives in their complex job.
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